ABSTRACT Derivatives are involved in getting the Jacobian matrix for the component-level model (CLM) and the state-space model of aero-engines. However, the relationships among the variables of aero-engine are complex, and it is difficult to get analytical derivatives, which results in that the approximate derivatives are calculated by finite difference approaches and the real-time property is constrained. Thus, an exact derivativebased modeling method of aero-engine, which transforms the problem of derivative calculation to the problem of differential calculation with a chain-derivation method, is proposed. Also, the differential calculations can be executed along with the component models, and no extra aerothermodynamics calculation iteration is required. The proposed method is implemented in the steady state and transient-state calculation of the CLM, so the real-time property of the model is improved. Compared to the conventional models with centered difference method, the total time consuming of the CLM built by proposed method can be decreased more than 54% and 55% in the steady state calculation and transient-state calculation, respectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
Aero-engine mathematical models play an important role in aero-engine researches. With the aid of the models, the development time can be shorten, and the expenses and risks of aero-engine researches can be cut down. Besides that, the models are widely used in the design of fault diagnosis and health management systems of aero-engines [1] - [4] . Furthermore, the models have been embedded in advanced control systems and work as core components for aero-engines with high performance requirements [5] - [9] .
As a result, many researches about aero-engine modeling methods have been studied, and the modeling approaches can be divided into nonlinear modeling techniques and linear modeling techniques according to the type of the model built.
Nonlinear models usually have complex function relations and a wide operating envelope. Intelligent algorithms such as neural networks [10] , [11] , support vector machines [12] , [13] are used to map inputs to outputs directly in aero-engine modeling with the development of machine learning recently. Unfortunately, huge amounts of data are required in these methods, and the variables that are not included in the data cannot be predicted, which causes some limits in application. The conventional component level model (CLM) [14] - [21] can be implemented in the full envelope, and the thermal parameters of each station of aero-engine and unmeasurable variables like thrust can be calculated in this way [20] - [23] . Also, flight test data, performance adaption techniques [17] , [24] - [26] and chemical equations [14] can be introduced into component level models (CLMs) to build models for special objects and objectives.
Although CLMs can be applied widely, these models may suffer from huge computation load due to the fact that equation sets of them are not in a simple closed form. Thus, it is necessary to use numerical iterations to solve this problem [21] , [22] , [27] - [30] . The problem of derivative calculation, such as Jacobian matrix, is involved in these algorithms. The aero-engine's aerothermodynamics parameters interact with each other, so it is difficult to clarify the influence of one variable on other variables analytically. The derivatives cannot be computed explicitly and easily, so finite difference methods are usually used to obtain the derivatives instead. These methods apply small disturbances to the variables and call the component models to calculate residuals of the balance equations, but it is hard to choose the optimal values of the perturbation amplitude. This is because of the strong nonlinear characteristic of aero-engines, which may result in two phenomena. On the one hand, too small disturbance of one variable may make the affected parameters unchanged.
On the other hand, too large magnitude of disturbance leads to the affected parameters' significant changes, which means an obvious deviation from the original operating point, so the corresponding derivatives cannot be regarded as approximations of the original one.
In the field of linear model, many papers focus on state space model because establishing a state space model is a key task in modern control system design. This model can be provided by nonlinear model linearization at an operating point, and two methods have been developed to create this model for aero-engine. The first approach is building a state space model by fitting data that are from a nonlinear model or a flight test offline [31] , [32] . The other is partial derivative method [33] , [35] , and this way can set up a precise state space model by solving partial derivatives of corresponding variables of CLMs in theory. However, only the combination of perturbation and difference methods is used in practice because of the lack of derivative models, and the process to build these state space models is neither exact nor efficient [31] , [35] , [36] . In addition, these limitations result in the situation that state space models only can be established at limited operating points, so state space models of a large number of operating points only can computed by interpolation or parameter fitting, which is not accurate.
Besides that, derivatives are associated with advanced aero-engine control concepts. For example, programming algorithms and on-board models are the tools to optimize engine thrust, specific fuel consumption and the turbine inlet temperature in performance seeking control (PSC) [37] - [40] , which means that these parameters and their derivatives to inputs, such as main fuel flow, are necessary to be calculated repeatedly during optimization procedure. Furthermore, certain real-time requirements should be met in this kind of control, so calculation speed of models and their derivatives should be as fast as possible. In other applications such as real-time aero-engine health parameter estimation, solving a large number of Jacobian matrices is needed when extended Kalman filters are implemented to finish the estimation [41] .
In this paper, an exact derivative based aero-engine modeling method is proposed to realize the calculation of the derivatives of the variables in conventional CLMs due to the considerable interest in derivatives for the engine model. Then, this method is practiced in getting exact Jacobian matrices, which improves the real-time property of aero-engine models.
The paper is organized as follow. Section II reviews conventional modeling methods and provides an introduction of balance equations and calculation process of the model. A numerical difference method to compute exact variables' derivatives is described in Section III, and the component level derivative model of aero-engine is presented in Section IV. Section V gives the details about several simulations and discuss the results. Finally, this paper is concluded in Section VI.
II. AERO-ENGINE MODEL
Conventional component level modeling methods have received great attention. The basic approach is to model each component based on the principles of aerothermodynamics, to set and solve a certain number of balance equations (co-operating equations). The operating points of each component are attained by solving the balance equations.
In this paper, a twin-spool turbofan engine was taken as an example to introduce the proposed modeling method. Each station of the engine is shown in Fig. 1 , where HPC is the high-pressure compressor and HPT is the high-pressure turbine. They are on the same shaft. LPT is the low-pressure turbine, and it is on the same shaft with fan.
In CLM, each component is modeled by aerothermodynamics calculations, and co-operating equations are set up according to the principles of power balance, flow continuity and pressure balance. These principles represent the co-operating conditions of the engine components. The relative rotor speed of low-pressure (LP) shaft n f , the relative rotor speed of high-pressure (HP) shaft n c , the coefficient of fan pressure ratio Z f , the coefficient of compressor pressure ratio Z c , the corrected flow of HPT inlet m X41C , the corrected flow of LPT inlet m X45C are chosen as guesses of the balance equations for steady state, and after that six balance (co-operating) equations are set up according to the three principles.
1) The fan and the LPT are on the same shaft, so the power balance equation is
Where W f is the fan power, W lt is the LPT power, ψ lt is the mechanical efficiency of low-pressure shaft.
2) The compressor and the HPT are on the same shaft, so the power balance equation is
Where W c is the compressor power, W ex is the power consumed to drive accessories, W ht is the HPT power, ψ ht is the mechanical efficiency of high-pressure shaft.
3) The flow continuity equation of the HPT is
Where m 4 is the real gas flow of combustor exit, m 41cool is the cooling airflow at HPT inlet, m X41 is the real gas flow calculated according to m X41C at HPT inlet.
4) The flow continuity equation of the LPT is
Where m 42 is the real gas flow of HPT exit, m 45cool is the cooling airflow at HPT inlet, m X45 is the real gas flow calculated according to m X45C at LPT inlet.
5) The airflow from the external duct and the gas flow from the internal duct are mixed in the mixing chamber, so the pressure balance should be met.
Where P s16 is the static pressure at external duct exit, P s6 is the static pressure at internal duct exit.
6) The principle of total pressure balance at the throat of nozzle should be met.
Where P * c8 is the total pressure at the throat of nozzle, P * 8 is nozzle backpressure.
These six equations are expected to be equal to zero, and the Newton-Raphson (N-R) method is used to solve these equations. The model is considered to be in a steady state if f 1 to f 6 are less than a threshold. Usually this threshold is 10 −6 . The guess values in the kth step are modified by 6 ] T , and J is the Jacobian matrix.
In transient operation, the power balance is no longer satisfied. As a result, corresponding accelerations are caused due to surplus or insufficient power generated by HPT and LPT. Therefore, shaft dynamics was considered, and HP and LP shafts' accelerations can be computed by following equations.
Where dn f /dt is LP shaft's acceleration, dn c /dt is HP shaft's acceleration, J 1 and J 2 are moments of inertia of LP shaft and HP shaft. Transient-state operating equation set is established by combining these two equations and steady state operating equations excluding (1) and (2), and then n f and n c is eliminated from initial guess values. N-R approach is still chosen to update these four guess values, and single-iteration algorithm is used to complete transient-state calculation.
The procedure of the model's steady calculation is given as follow.
Step 1: Give the flight conditions and inputs to the model, including altitude H , Mach number Ma, main fuel flow m fb and area of the throat of nozzle A 8 .
Step 2: Calculate each component's thermodynamic parameters along the flow path, from inlet to nozzle.
Step 3: Determine whether the residuals of the six balance equations are all less than the threshold. If yes, jump to Step 5, otherwise conduct Step 4.
Step 4: Calculate the Jacobian matrix, and adjust the guess values according to the inverse of Jacobian matrix and balance equation residuals. Go back to Step 2.
Step 5: Output required thermodynamic parameters of each station.
Step 6: End. The difference between steady state calculation and transient-state calculation is relatively slight. The two power balance equations are changed into shaft dynamics equations in transient calculation. In addition, the calculation process of the conventional model in Step 2 is called a whole conventional aerothermodynamics calculation loop (WCACL). Unless specifically described, the WCACL always refers to the calculation process in Step 2 of conventional models. Also, conducting the procedure from Step 2 to Step 4 of steady state calculation once is called a steady state iteration. Similarly, giving inputs and conducting corresponding calculation process with shaft dynamics at time k is called a transient-state iteration.
Jacobian matrices are computed in steady state and transient-state iterations, and usually centered difference or unidirectional difference are implemented to attain numerical solutions of these matrices. Centered difference is taken as an example and without loss of generality, it is assumed that y(x) is a function with x as an independent variable, and then the derivative is approximated by (9) .
Where x is tiny perturbation of variable x.
It can be found from (9) that the value of x needs to be perturbed up and down in order to get the derivative of y to x, and the function y(x) should be called twice. Thus, with six balance equations, 12 extra WCACLs are needed to attain a Jacobian matrix in one steady state iteration, so totally 13 WCACLs are necessary to finish a steady state iteration. Similarly, eight extra WCACLs are needed for four balance equations, so nine WCACLs should be conducted at time k in a transient-state iteration. Compared to centered difference, seven WCACLs and five WCACLs are required for one steady state iteration and one transient-state iteration respectively with unidirectional difference method. It is clear that computation load of models is greatly increased because of the need of getting Jacobian matrices. Besides that, the perturbation amplitude of x is difficult to be determined, and its value will affect the accuracy of the Jacobian matrix. In consequence of these phenomena, this paper takes the Jacobian matrix calculation as a starting point and studies the method of attaining the exact derivatives of one variable to others effectively in the aero-engine models.
III. DIFFERENTIATION PRINCIPLE
Without loss of generality, suppose X ∈ R n is an n-dimensional vector, and e(X) is a scalar function with X as an independent variable. The gradient and the complete differential of e(X) to X can be computed by (10) and (11) respectively.
Where x 1 , x 2 , . . . , , x n are the elements of the vector X ∈ R n , and dX is the differential of X shown as follow.
Suppose z is a scalar, and X is a function with z as an independent variable, namely X=X(z), so the gradient and the differential of e to z can be attain by (13) and (14) .
Where ∇ z X is the gradient of X to z. By comparing (13) and (14), (15) can be found if we suppose dz=1.
As a result, the differential of e to z is the numerical value of the derivative of e to z when dz=1. In combination with the chain-derivation rule, the derivative of e to z can be solved by attaining the complete differential of e to X and the differential of X to z (namely (16) ).
Thus, in order to get the value of function e(X(z)) and its derivative, X=X(z) and (16) are calculated first, after that e(X) and (11) are carried out. Suppose dz=1 and therefore e and the differential of e to z can be gotten at the same time.
In general, suppose E (U) ∈ R q , U (V ) ∈ R r , V ∈ R l , and the differential (Jacobian matrix) of E to V can be attained by copying the process mentioned above. At the beginning, (17) is established.
Where dv 1 , dv 2 , dv l are the differentials of each element in V.
After that, E=[e 1 , e 2 , . . . , e q ] T is only considered as a function of U, and U is only recognized as a function of V, so the following equations are written.
The differential of one variable to others can be obtained by assuming the corresponding differential of the independent variable equals 1 and the others equal zero. For example, to compute the differential of E to v 1 , we should let
After that, the derivative and the differential of E can be derived by (21) .
It is clear that dE in (21) is a vector equals the gradient of E to v 1 numerically. In fact, V can be a function of a new independent vector variable, such as W, and W is a function of other new variables, and this cycle will continue until the final vector variable O is reached. Consequently, the calculation process of the derivative of E to O, which is equal to the value of dE, is an expansion of (21).
IV. AERO-ENGINE EXACT DERIVATIVE MODEL
From the perspective of aero-engine modeling, every couple of variables that are used to get a derivative can be regarded as e and z in (14) . Thus, variables can be identified as E and V when many couples of variables are required to calculate derivatives. Other variables that convey the impact of z to e can be viewed as intermediate variable X or U, and then the corresponding differentials can be solved by using the method shown in Section III.
Note that a large number of logical judgements are used in the aero-engine model, which results in a fact that some intermediate variables are calculated under some conditions but VOLUME 6, 2018 not calculated under other conditions. Moreover, the expression of e and z maybe very different under different conditions, and there are also table looking functions and local iterations in the model. As a result, the relationship between e and z is complex and hard to be deduced, so that the traditional method of derivation cannot be applied. To solve this problem, an exact partial derivative modeling method for aero-engine is proposed, and it is used to get the Jacobian matrix as an application case in this paper.
Take the derivative modeling process of the balance equations f 2 , f 3 , f 4 to m X41C as an example for convenience. It is calculated in the HPT component model and the start of LPT component model, and the procedure of HPT model calculation is
Step 1: Calculate the fuel-air ratio f 41 , enthalpy H 41 and total pressure P * 41 at the inlet of HPT.
Where H 4 and H 41cool are enthalpy of gas flow at combustor exit and enthalpy of cooling air respectively, P * 4 is total pressure at combustor exit, σ 41 is the total pressure recovery between station 4 and 41.
Step 2: Calculate total temperature T * 41 and enthalpy S 41 at HPT inlet according to the aerothermodynamics functions g 1 and g 2 .
Step 3: Calculate the real gas flow m X41 at HPT inlet and its corrected spool speedn ht
Where P * 41ds and T * 41ds are design pressure and design temperature of HPT inlet.
Step 4: Calculate enthalpy drop h ht and adiabatic efficiency η ht according to the guess value m X41C .
Step 5: Calculate real enthalpy of HPT exit H 42 and ideal enthalpy H 42I .
Where m 41ds is the design gas flow at HPT inlet.
Step 6: Calculate the ideal entropy S 42I at station 42 using g 2 .
Step 7: Calculate the pressure ratio of HPT π ht , total pressure P * 42 , real gas flow m 42 and fuel-air ratio f 42 at HPT exit. π ht = 10
Step 8: Calculate HPT output power W ht .
Step 9: Calculate flow continuity equation and power balance equation of HPT, namely (2) and (3).
Next, we only show the calculation procedure that is related to f 4 and m X41C in LPT component model for convenience, and other calculations are similar to those of HPT. The calculation procedure is
Step 10: Calculate the fuel-air ratio f 45 , enthalpy H 45 and total pressure P * 45 at the inlet of LPT.
Where H 45cool are enthalpy of cooling air, σ 45 is the total pressure recovery between station 42 and 45.
Step 11: Calculate total temperature T * 45 at LPT inlet according to the aerothermodynamics functions g 1 .
Step 12: Calculate the real flow m X45 at LPT inlet.
Step 13: Calculate the flow continuity equation of LPT, namely (4 4 to m X41C , and the exact derivative model can be established along with the original component model. According to Section III, all the derivatives of the variables to m X41C can be obtained easily by setting the differential of m X41C equal to one. Concretely, the method is shown as follow.
Step 1: Initialize the differential of m X41C , namely dm X41C = 1.0.
Step 2: Calculate the differential of the real gas flow at HPT inlet dm X41 .
Step 3: Calculate the differential of enthalpy drop dh ht and the differential of adiabatic efficiency dη ht by derivation of (29) and (30) .
Step 4: Calculate the differential of enthalpy of HPT outlet dH 42 and the differential of ideal enthalpy dH 42I by derivation of (31) and (32) .
Step 5: Calculate the differential of ideal entropy at HPT exit dS 42I .
Step 6: Calculate the differential of pressure ratio of HPT dπ ht , the differential of total pressure dP * 42 , the differential of real gas flow dm 42 and the differential of fuel-air ratio df 42 .
(53)
Step 7: Calculate the differential of HPT power dW ht by derivation of (38) . 42 (54)
Step 8: Calculate the differential of the balance equations f 2 and f 3 to m X41C by derivation of (2) and (3).
A partial derivative calculation procedure of f 2 and f 3 to m X41C is developed, and other partial derivatives involve HPT can be built in the same way. After that, a partial derivative model of HPT component is established by combing these calculations that are related to HPT. Other components' derivative models can be established in the same way, and the partial derivative of f 4 to m X41C can be built as follow.
Step 9: Calculate the differential of fuel-air ratio df 45 , the differential of enthalpy at LPT inlet dH 45 Step 11: Calculate the differential of the balance equations f 4 to m X41C by derivation of (4).
Thus, the differentials of intermediate variables can be attained by calculating from the initial dm X41C , and likewise the differentials of f 2 , f 3 and f 4 that caused by the initial dm X41C . So the exact partial derivative
It is obvious that (44) to (56) can be executed synchronously with (27) to (38) and (2) It is worthwhile to mention that the partial derivatives gotten are accurate because all the differentials in the model are deduced analytically. Fig. 2 is shown to describe the complete procedures of steady state calculation of aero-engine with exact derivatives, and that of transient-state calculation is similar.
The conventional modeling method adopts centered difference or unidirectional difference to get the partial derivatives for the Jacobian matrix, so extra aerothermodynamics calculation loops are necessary for each guess variables. However, the partial derivative calculations of the proposed method are in synchronization with the component models, which means that no additional loops are required. Besides that, it still needs to be mentioned that the calculations of the partial derivative is also a time-taking work, especially when the guess variables affect the model from the very start component. For example, n f affects the aerothermodynamics parameters of the model from the fan component and then affects all the six balance equations, so the computation load for derivatives of six equations to n f are only a little less than that of a WCACL. In contrast, the guess variable m X45C affects the engine from LPT, and related derivative calculations only involve LPT and nozzle. Thus, the computation load for derivatives of six equations to m X45C is much less than that of a WCACL. Therefore, the computation load added by differential calculation is much less than that of six WCACLs in a steady state iteration, and it is also much less than that of four WCACLs in a transient-state iteration. It is obviously that the real-time property can be improved significantly with proposed modeling method.
V. SIMULATION AND DISCUSSION
Steady state simulations and transient-state simulations at several operating points are performed in this section in order to verify the effectiveness and real-time property of the new modeling method.
Flight conditions and inputs for steady state simulations and transient-state simulations are given in Table 1 .
Simulations for both states are initialized at initial condition No. 0, and then the model steps into next condition listed in Table 1 in turn. Model convergence has to be guaranteed after condition alternation. The convergence threshold is set to 10 −6 and N-R approach is adopted to solve the balance equations. The step size of N-R is 0.1. The results are compared with the conventional model that uses centered difference or unidirectional difference to get Jacobian matrices.
Simulations are carried out in C++ 11 environment on Dell T5810 Windows 7 Ultimate platform with 32GB memory and Intel Xeon 1650v4 3.6GHz CPU, and the software environment is Visual Studio 2010 Ultimate Release mode. Each simulation is repeated 50 times to avoid interference by computer's factors. Except time measurement, other statistic results, such as the count of WCACL called and count of Jacobian matrix calculation (JMC) required to update guesses until the model converges, are all same in 50 times repeated experiments, which suggests that the values of the Jacobian matrix at time k or kth step in 50 experiments are same.
A. SIMULATION OF STEADY STATE CALCULATION
Firstly, the steady state calculation simulations are carried out and the results are listed in Table 2 . Simulation conditions are coincided with those of Table 1 . In Table 2 , model type ED means the model's Jacobian matrix is gotten by exact derivative (ED) proposed in this paper, type CD and UD indicate the model's Jacobian matrices are gotten by centered difference (CD) and unidirectional difference (UD). Total time consumption (TTC) is the time used to achieve convergence when the model steps into next simulation condition in Table 1 . In addition, count of WCACL called and JMC are recorded. The averaging time used to calculate the Jacobian matrix at time k or kth step of 50 experiments is calculated. After that, it is applied to calculate average time consumption (ATC) to get a Jacobian matrix under a condition and its standard deviations (SDs) are also illustrated in Table 2 . Table 2 shows the real-time property of model type ED is much better than that of model type CD and also obviously better than that of model type UD. These three models use different methods to get Jacobian matrices, and the CD method needs far more WCACL calculations to achieve convergence. The ATC of model type ED to get a Jacobian matrix varies from 0.3569ms to 0.3773ms whereas that of model type CD alters from 0.8042ms to 0.8698ms and that of model type UD fluctuates from 0.4467ms to 0.4733ms, which indicates that the proposed modeling method is more time-saving than other two methods. Moreover, even if the SD of ATC is considered, the real-time property of model type ED is still better.
The results of model type ED and UD are compared with that of CD. Table 3 describes the relative errors based on the data in Table 2 . Table 3 shows that the TTC of Model type ED decrease more than 54% by comparing to that of model type CD. The number is 17% for model type UD. Also, the ATC of model type ED drops 55% at least. Jacobian matrix plays a very important role in model's calculation process, and the guesses are modified according to the Jacobian matrix and current residuals of the balance equations. As a result, the time consumed of computing the Jacobian matrix once can be viewed as an overall indication to measure the calculation speed of the model. The faster the Jacobian matrix is attained, the faster the guesses are adjusted to make the balance equations converge, and the less time the model consumed to calculate. The ATC of model type ED experiences a 56.09% decrease in average, which is about 13% more than that of model type UD. Note that the TTC of model type ED is also much smaller than that of model type CD because the ATC of attaining Jacobian matrix once decrease dramatically.
B. SIMULATION OF TRANSIENT STATE CALCULATION
Transient-state calculation simulations are carried out under the same conditions as the steady state simulation, but the transient-state calculation process, instead of steady state calculation process, is executed when the model steps into next condition in Table 1 . There are only partial derivatives of four guesses need to be calculated in transient-state calculation for four balance equations. The time-consuming derivative calculations for n f and n c , which start from fan and compressor, are eliminated from the transient-state calculation. Therefore, we can count on the real-time property of transient-state calculation. Simulation results are detailed in Table 4 and the relative errors compared to model type CD are given in Table 5 . Table 5 show that TTC of model type ED is shorter than that of CD and UD. The TTC reduction of ED method is more than 56% and can reach up to 64%, and it is about 34%-57% in the case of model type UD, which means ED method is more advantageous in transientstate calculation. Due to less WCACLs called, the TTC of ED method is smaller than that of UD method even if its count of JMC is larger than that of model type UD under some conditions. Note that the count of JMC of three type models are different and vary significantly, which implies that different derivatives have crucial impacts on the solution of balance equations. Also, it is clear that the ATC of model type ED decreases significantly, about 55% in average, and the ATC reduction of model type UD is about 43%, which demonstrates better real-time property from another point of view. Besides that, it can be found that ATC of model type ED in transient-state simulation is much smaller than that in steady state simulation, which can be accounted by the fact that computation load of the derivatives about n f and n c is dismissed.
Overall, the model developed with ED method are superior to CD method and UD method in TTC, ATC, which indicates the effectiveness of calculating derivatives and the better realtime property.
VI. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes an exact derivative based aero-engine modeling method according to the CLM. The model can be built with the help of differential calculation instead of derivation calculation, and the ability of calculating synchronously with the CLM is achieved. As a result, the calculation procedures are simplified.
The proposed method is implemented to get Jacobian matrices for aero-engine co-operating equation solution. It changes the calculation procedure of the steady state and transient-state calculation processes of the CLMs and make them calculate faster. The steady state simulation and transient-state simulation are conducted under five different conditions. The state steady simulation shows that TTC and ATC of proposed model can decrease more than 54% and 55% respectively by comparing to those of model type CD, which also are smaller than those of model type UD. The transient-state simulation also shows the similar decrease trends, and the reduction of TTC and ATC are 56% and 54% at least. All these results demonstrate the better real-time property of the proposed model.
In conclusion, the derivative modeling method is described, and its effectiveness and real-time property are shown in the Jacobian matrix calculation. However, many important applications can be explored related to this work in our future research. For example, it would be interesting to discuss how to implement this new method to some advanced control concepts, such as PSC, model predictive control (MPC), and then conduct a series of experiments to evaluate these developing methods on semi-physical hardware in loop simulation.
APPENDIX NOMENCLATURE

Symbol Explanation n f
The relative rotor speed of low-pressure shaft n c
The relative rotor speed of high-pressure shaft Z f
The coefficient of fan pressure ratio Z c
The coefficient of compressor pressure ratio m X41C The corrected flow of HPT inlet m X45C The corrected flow of LPT inlet f 1 to f 6 Balance (co-operating) equation
The fan power W lt
The LPT power ψ lt
The mechanical efficiency of low-pressure shaft W c
The compressor power W ex
The power consumed to drive accessories W ht
The HPT power ψ ht
The mechanical efficiency of high-pressure shaft m 4 The real gas flow of combustor exit m 41cool The cooling airflow at HPT inlet m X41 The real gas flow calculated according to m X41C at HPT inlet m 45cool The cooling airflow at HPT inlet m X45 The real gas flow calculated according to m X45C at LPT inlet P s16
The static pressure at external duct exit P s6
The static pressure at internal duct exit
The total pressure at the throat of nozzle P *
8
The nozzle backpressure J Jacobian matrix λ
Step size of N-R method F i-th element of V f 41 Fuel-air ratio at the inlet of HPT H 41 Enthalpy at the inlet of HPT P *
41
Total pressure at the inlet of HPT H 4 Enthalpy of gas flow at combustor exit H 41cool
Enthalpy of cooling air P *
4
Total pressure at combustor exit σ 41 Total pressure recovery between station 4 and station 41 T *
41
Total temperature at HPT inlet S 41 Enthalpy at HPT inlet g 1 Aerothermodynamics function g 2 Aerothermodynamics function n ht
Corrected spool speed at HPT P *
41ds
Design pressure at HPT inlet T *
Design temperature at HPT inlet h ht Enthalpy drop of HPT η ht Adiabatic efficiency of HPT m 41ds
Design gas flow at HPT inlet H 42 Real enthalpy of HPT exit H 42I Ideal enthalpy of HPT exit S 42I Ideal entropy at Station 42 π ht
The pressure ratio of HPT P *
42
Total pressure of HPT exit m 42 Real gas flow of HPT exit f 42 Fuel-air ratio at HPT exit f 45 Fuel-air ratio at LPT inlet H 45 Enthalpy at LPT inlet P * 45 Total pressure at LPT inlet H 45cool
Enthalpy of cooling air at LPT inlet σ 45 Total pressure recovery between station 42 and 45 T *
45
Total temperature at LPT inlet
